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Soiling is responsible for a loss of 3-4% of the potential global solar power production that is estimated to rise because
of increased deployment in dusty environments.1 For effective mitigation strategies and site selection soiling ratio data
is crucial. In recent years, a number of automatic sensors such as Kipp and Zonen’s DustIQ that we employ in this
study, have been introduced to the market that do not use PV cells to determine the soiling ratio. As the DustIQ detects
a scattering signal from a proprietary light source its signal does not depend on the solar position. The soiling-induced
output power loss of PV reference cells show an incidence-angle dependent pattern. In diffuse lighting conditions as
caused by clouds or haze, the response of the soiled modules depends less on the sun angle.

We present an analysis of the AOI-dependency of the reference cell soiling ratio taking into account the irradiance
conditions during measurement. Based on the analysis of AOI dependence we propose a method to correct the soiling
measurement signal of automatic, incidence-angle independent soiling sensors using the angle of incidence and the
Linke Turbidity, derived from GHI and DNI measurements, as inputs to the adaptation function. The method can
improve performance analysis that considers soiling measurement data as an input. If the AOI-dependency is not taken
into account, the daily power production of a solar panel or farm can be overestimated significantly, especially for plants
with oversized PV arrays.

I. INTRODUCTION

The transmission of incident light on fixed tilted PV sys-
tems depends on the angle of incidence (AOI or θ )2–6. This
effect, often referred to as ’cosine effect’ depends on the sun’s
position in the sky and atmospheric conditions. Before reach-
ing the semi-conductor, the incident sunlight has to pass an
air/glass and glass/encapsulant interface, causing parts of the
incident light to be reflected, absorbed or transmitted. Reflec-
tion between the layer’s boundaries increase with increasing
angle of incidence7. The transmittance of the PV cover de-
pends on the angle-dependent refraction that takes place at
these interfaces. The AOI-dependency is additionally influ-
enced by the angle dependent absorption coefficient of the so-
lar cell material.

When dust accumulates on the PV surface, it changes the
optical behaviour of the air/glass interface. The impact of the
angle of incidence grows with increasing particle density as
larger portions of direct incident light are being absorbed or
scattered by the dust particles.

The issue of PV soiling losses linked to the AOI effect has
been object of several studies. Efforts were mainly made to
derive empirical models with which it is possible to quantify
the daily variable losses.

Zorilla-Casanova et al.4 studied the energy losses due to
accumulated dust on PV surfaces, determining soiling losses
with two reference devices. They concluded that summing up
daily losses over a whole year can lead to a decrease of the
total energy production of about 4.4 %. They also examined
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the peculiar shape of the curve of the dust-caused irradiance
losses in dependence of the angle of incidence. At noon mini-
mal soiling losses for the day were observed with an increase
up to a maximum value found at 75◦ incidence and a decrease
of losses for larger incidence angles, which they explained by
the influence of the higher diffuse fraction of the irradiance at
these large angles.

Martin and Ruiz2 introduced a functional relationship be-
tween the angular losses (AL) of PV modules and the angle
of incidence and tested the model on different module types.
The model equation includes an AOI dependent spectrally
weighted transmittance term, which describes the integrated
angular behaviour of distinctively coated PV cells. In order
to derive a change in AOI dependent optical behaviour, an
angular factor can be calculated, building the ratio between
weighted transmittance at a specific AOI and at normal in-
cidence, the latter giving the maximum transmittance and is
commonly specified by the manufacturer. The angular fac-
tor can also be calculated experimentally through the ratio
of the measured short-circuit current at a specific AOI to the
short-circuit current at normal incidence times the cosine of
the angle. A dimensionless angular loss coefficient ar has to
be determined experimentally for each technology. In order
to determine the AOI effect of soiled devices, ar can be fit-
ted for different soiling densities8. The incidence angle modi-
fier 1−AL gives the attenuation of the response with increas-
ing angle of incidence. The attenuation of the response in-
creases with increasing ar. Even though this model does pro-
vide information on the angular losses expressed through the
influence of the AOI in attenuating a module’s short-circuit-
current, it does not quantify the losses caused exclusively by
soiling.

Soiling measurements are often performed using two iden-
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tical PV reference cells (PVRC) which are installed side by
side, being representative for a PV installation in terms of
mounting and material properties. One is left to long term
soiling exposure and one is cleaned every day. The ratio of
the power outputs of both devices successively decreases with
the soiling level of the surfaces. This ratio is called soiling ra-
tio or cleanliness, denoted ξ . It is dependent on angular losses
caused by the cosine effect and the diffuse contribution for flat
AOI, which in turn depend on the soiling density deposited on
the sample surfaces.

Nepal et al.9 made use of the model developed by Martin
and Ruiz2,8 by parametrizing the angular loss coefficient ar in
dependence of the soiling ratio and calculating the incidence
angle modifier of the soiled sample with the corresponding
ar. The derived empirical model based on the incidence angle
modifier and a single soiling ratio measurement value at solar
noon led to an accurate prediction of ± 0.21 % for a sunny
day, whereas in shady conditions the deviation was higher.

Relative measurements with two PV reference devices have
proven to be efficient to quantify soiling losses. Dunn et al.10

could show in their comparison analysis of pyranometers and
PVRCs, that the latter provide superior irradiance measure-
ments for PV power plant monitoring applications with un-
certainties on the order of +/- 2.4% compared to +/- 5% when
using thermopile pyranometer measured irradiance. In a later
study, they approximated the absolute uncertainty of soiling
ratio measurements with PVRCs to about∼ +/-1% around so-
lar noon, which is acceptable for qualitative as well as quan-
titative soiling loss determination11. It also was suggested to
minimize the biases through filtering data to include only mea-
sured irradiance values occurring within a few hours of solar
noon, when the AOI is at its lowest and averaging equal por-
tions of data before and after solar noon of each day. How-
ever, this would leave irradiance values in the range of high
AOI uncorrected if a constant influence of the soiling layer is
assumed.

Performing soiling measurements with PVRCs at utility-
scale is nowadays the most precise method to quantify soil-
ing losses under operating conditions. However, since daily
or weekly cleaning of one of the devices is mandatory, elim-
inating this requirement in order to measure soiling would
enhance maintenance in terms of cost effectiveness and wa-
ter savings. On the other hand, already commercialized
maintenance-free soiling measurement solutions such as the
DustIQ, an optical soiling measurement device manufactured
by Kipp & Zonen12, or Atonometrics’ MARS sensor, neglect
physical phenomena such as angular effects and the influ-
ence of the diffuse irradiance on the soiling ratio. An AOI-
adaptation of these devices for a specific PV system enables
operators to determine soiling losses at a specific time of
the day, and derive a more accurate daily average value as
suggested by the International Electrotechnical Commission
(IEC) norm 61724-1:201713. In the present work an adapta-
tion method that takes the AOI effect and the diffuse contribu-
tion into consideration will be developed. For this purpose, the
optical response of a fix tilted PVRC soiling measurement set-
up will be evaluated and compared to the adjacently installed
DustIQ. The method will be applied and validated for mea-

surement data from two solar research facilities: CIEMAT’s
Plataforma Solar de Almería (PSA) in Spain and IRESEN’s
Green Energy Park (GEP) in Ben Guerir/Morocco.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

In the following we describe the soiling measurement de-
vices and data processing applied in this study. To determine
the soiling-related transmission losses of a PV cell, measure-
ments with tilted PVRCs at the PSA’s KONTAS meteo sta-
tion have been evaluated. The set-up consist of two pairs of
50 x 50 mm2 monocrystalline silicon, one pair covered with
smooth and the other with standard textured PV solar glass14.
The cells can be seen in the left picture of Figure 1 at the up-
per right corner of the PV panels that are not analyzed for this
study. Soiling ratio measurements with the DustIQ installed
on the top left corner of the solar panels will be compared
to the PVRCs, as it is mounted on the same height and thus
should be subject to similar dust deposition. All PV measure-
ment devices are inclined approximately 45◦ and are oriented
in South direction.

The soiling measurement at GEP in Ben Guerir is shown in
the right picture in Figure 1. It is composed of two monocrys-
talline PV modules and a co-planar DustIQ with an inclination
angle of 30° and south orientation.

FIG. 1. Measurement setup. Left picture (at CIEMAT’s PSA) -
Fixed PVRC and DustIQ’s installed with a tilt of 45° facing south.
Right picture (at IRESEN’s GEP) - Two solar modules and DustIQ
mounted with a tilt of 30° facing south.

A. PV reference cell soiling setup

PV reference cells (PVRCs) are used to determine the irra-
diance in the plane of array (POA) through the measurement
of the short-circuit current. The short-circuit-current is con-
verted to a voltage signal through a 0.1 Ohm shunt resistor.
This signal shows a linear correlation to the POA irradiance
in the range of 50 to 1500 W/m² with a corresponding sig-
nal voltage of 95 mV (+/- 8 %) at 1000 W/m², as specified
on the manufacturers data sheet14. The measurement set-ups
at the PSA and the GEP correspond to measurement method
two specified in the IEC 61724-1 named short-circuit current
reduction due to soiling13. An overview of the measurement
setup is given in Figure 2. The short-circuit-current of single
cells is proportional to the generated power output. The IEC
on soiling measurements defines the PV cell’s soiling ratio as
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the ratio of the actual power output P of a soiled to an identi-
cal but clean PV sample13. Because the power output of a PV
cell is proportional to the irradiance G it detects, the soiling
ratio can be measured with the described setup according to
definition:

ξ =
Ps

Pc
=

isc,s

isc,c
, (1)

where indices s and c indicate soiled and clean reference cells.
The soiling ratio is measured in 1-minute resolution. A cal-
ibration to convert the signal of the cells to POA irradiance
Gβ ,γ has been performed by the manufacturer by compar-
ison to an identical reference cell at 800 W/m2 < Gβ ,γ <

1000 W/m2. The calibration was performed around solar
noon under clear sky conditions.

FIG. 2. PV soiling measurement principle using two PVRC’s at the
KONTAS meteo station within CIEMAT’s PSA.

An integrated PT100 temperature sensor records the de-
vices temperature for temperature correction of the irradiance
signal according to:

Gβ ,γ = isc(1−αT (T −Tref)) ·
Gβ ,γ,ref

isc,ref
, (2)

where αT is the cell’s temperature coefficient provided by the
manufacturer and isccal is the short-circuit current measured
during the calibration at a reference irradiance value Gref of
1000 W/m2 and a reference temperature Tref of 25 °C (STC),
as specified by the manufacturer15.

At the GEP, PV modules are used as reference devices.
The soiling ratio has been calculated using the short-circuit-
currents measured in 1-minute resolution of both modules ac-
cording to equation 1. For both setups a temperature correc-
tion has been applied to the current measurements analogous
to equation 2:

isc = isc,raw(1−αT (T −Tref)) (3)

where isc,raw is the raw measurement signal and isc is used to
determine the soiling ratio above.

At CIEMAT’s PSA, data was collected from the 14.06.2018
until the 14.06.2019. The two upper cells were cleaned ev-
ery day between 8:30 and 9:30 a.m., the two lower cells were
cleaned after several months of soiling exposure. At GEP, data
was collected from the 01.03.2018 until the 31.12.2018.

Figure 3 shows PV soiling ratio measurements under sunny
and shady conditions. For sunny conditions, there is a clear
dependency of the soiling ratio on the time of the day and
the angle of incidence. For shady instants (cloudy or turbid
atmosphere) the influence of AOI on the soiling ratio is sig-
nificantly reduced, due to the fact that the diffuse contribution
has negligible angular dependence. The measured soiling ra-
tio is noisier but stays on a constant level, as shown in the right
plot. Sudden leaps of the soiling ratio, as they occur on the
right plot in figure 3 around 9:30, can be caused by rapidly
changing irradiance conditions as can be caused by passing
clouds.

FIG. 3. Soiling Ratio ξ in blue and corresponding Gβ ,γ of the clean
cell at the PSA for the textured PV cell pair for a sunny (left) and
cloudy day (right).

Other sources of uncertainty for soiling ratio measure-
ments with PVRCs can be linked to remaining non-linearity
of irradiance measurements, misalignment errors and moving
clouds.

The effect of discrepancies in the angular alignment of the
clean and soiled tilted modules result in a bias in soiling ratio
measurement. Differences between the PVRC azimuth angles
result in a drift of the measured soiling ratio during the day,
as one sample faces more towards the morning or evening sun
than the other. In the frame of this study an angular misalign-
ment correction method was carried out, using a site depen-
dent transposition model for the exact south as reference to
correct the output signals of the clean and soiled PVRC sam-
ples.

B. DustIQ sensor

The DustIQ is a novel optical soiling monitoring device that
has been introduced to the market by Kipp & Zonen in 2018.
Through its compact design the device can be easily mounted
in the plane of an operating PV field such that it is subject
to similar soiling conditions and same cleaning actions as the
solar panels. The installation of multiple DustIQ’s can give
an overview on soiling occurring in different parts of the PV
plant, thus complying with IEC requirements13. It derives the
soiling ratio based on the detection of the scattered portion of
a pulsed infrared light source as depicted in figure 4.

The raw photodiode measurement is converted to the soil-
ing ratio using a calibration constant. The latter is dependent
on the optical properties of the dust in question: different size
distributions and scattering coefficients will have higher scat-
tering to absorption coefficients. Especially the dust color has
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FIG. 4. Soiling measuring principle with the DustIQ16

a major impact on the amount of scattered light and depends
on local dust properties17. Therefore, a dust slope calibration
using the internal PV cells of the device is recommended that
adapts the factory calibration to the local dust properties. The
local DustIQ calibration requires a previous exposure to local
soiling conditions, resulting in an evenly distributed dust layer
on the DustIQ surface corresponding to a soiling ratio of 90-
95 %. The calibration has to be performed within two hours of
local solar noon, having a clear view on the sun and the sky for
at least 15 minutes with at least 800 W/m2 solar irradiance18.
It consists of step-wise cleaning of the on-board solar cells
and the measurement surfaces. The difference in soiled and
cleaned output signals from the photodiode is then correlated
to the soiling ratio detected using the on-board PV cells at the
moment of the calibration. The dust slope calibration of the
DustIQ has been performed on June 14th of 2019 at a solar in-
cidence angle of AOIref,PSA = 34◦ at CIEMAT’s PSA. At GEP,
the factory calibration has been applied for dataprocessing in
the DustIQ and no local dust calibration has been performed.
The reference AOI has been chosen as AOIref,GEP = 26◦. Tech-
nical specifications of the DustIQ can be found in the follow-
ing table:

TABLE I. DustIQ specifications (source: Kipp & Zonen)

Soiling ratio uncertainty 100% - 90% +/- 1 %
Soiling ratio uncertainty 90% - 80% +/- 2 %
Soiling ratio uncertainty 80% - 50% +/- 5 %
Ambient temperature range -20 to +60 ◦C
Weight 5 kg
Instrument dimensions 990 x 160 x 40 mm

III. INCIDENCE ANGLE DEPENDENCY AND
ADAPTATION METHOD

A. Data comparison

Assuming that the DustIQ and PVRCs have accumulated
similar soiling layers and that the calibration works correctly,
both soiling measurements should coincide at the reference
AOI interval of the DustIQ calibration. Two measurement

intervals with data for the soiling ratios of the PVRC pairs
and the DustIQ signals as well as the AOI are shown in fig-
ure 5. The DustIQ soiling ratio from August 2018 shown on
the left plot corresponds to the factory calibration, performed
by the manufacturer before shipment. The right plot shows
data processed with the local dust calibration. The latter was
performed on the 14th of June 2019 and applied retrospec-
tively to all DustIQ data from the 29th of January 2019 and
onwards. The general trend of the soiling ratio shows a similar
behaviour in both plots, the absolute values show a deviation
of up to 0.02 for AOIs further off the reference AOI inter-
val before the calibration and up to 0.01 for data processed
with the local dust calibration. The curves of DustIQ and the
PVRC pairs coincide at similar AOI, but the DustIQ does not
reproduce the daily pattern of the PVRC pairs.

FIG. 5. DustIQ vs. fixed smooth and textured PVRC soiling ratio
for Gβ ,γ values greater 500 W/m2 at CIEMAT’s PSA. Left plot -
Three exemplary days in August 2018, before the local dust slope
calibration. Right plot - Three exemplary days in June 2019, after
the local dust slope calibration.

At CIEMAT’s PSA, the AOI effect for the textured tilted
PVRC was found to reach up to 2 % in summer 2018
when considering incident global tilted irradiance greater than
500 W/m2. For the smooth cells the daily variation reached
about 1 %, as even small particles can be re-suspended more
easily from its surface.

At IRESEN’s GEP, the AOI effect reached almost 8 % in
summer 2018 due to more pronounced dust accumulation on
the module surface corresponding to a soiling ratio of roughly
80 %, see figure 6. This supports the argument, that the AOI
effect increases with increased dust density deposited on the
PV module surface. The morning peaks in the dustIQ sig-
nal are caused by dew droplets on the measurement surface
that temporarily increase the scattering signal. DustIQ data
affected by dew is excluded in the comparisons below.

The higher deviation between the soiling ratios of the mod-
ule and the DustIQ around solar noon is represented in the
specified uncertainties for the DustIQ for soiling ratios be-
tween 50 % and 80 % (see table I). Also, uncertainties in
soiling ratio measurements with the PV modules have to be
taken into consideration. Due to the PV module’s larger area,
soiling can be distributed heterogeneously to cause mismatch
effects. Additionally, dust deposition and natural cleaning
events might be biased for small and large surfaces.
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FIG. 6. DustIQ vs. PV module soiling ratio at GEP

B. Energy weighted analysis of AOI influence

In the next step we analyze the influence of changing beam
and diffuse portions of incident light on the PVRC soiling ra-
tio measurement as can be found during shady or hazy con-
ditions. Furthermore we will analyze the effect of the AOI-
dependent soiling-effect on power production.

The global solar irradiance received by a tilted solar cell de-
pends on geophysical factors including changes in climate and
the surfaces positioning, characterized by the local altitude, its
inclination angle β and the solar-surface azimuth angle γ . The
global tilted irradiance Gβ ,γ is split into a beam Bβ ,γ , a diffuse
Dβ ,γ and a ground reflected Rβ ,γ component, giving the fol-
lowing general transposition model equation19:

Gβ ,γ = DNI · cos θ︸ ︷︷ ︸
Bβ ,γ

+DHI ·Rd︸ ︷︷ ︸
Dβ ,γ

+GHI ·Rr ·ρg︸ ︷︷ ︸
Rβ ,γ

, (4)

where Rd is the factor of diffuse reflectance calculated us-
ing the Ma-Iqbal20 anisotropic model combining isotropic and
circumsolar radiation. This model has been found to be the
best performing at the PSA and several climatically compa-
rable areas. The ground reflected contribution Rβ ,γ is pro-
portional to GHI. While Rr is exclusively calculated through
the surface inclination, the definition of the ground albedo
requires additional input. Actually, the ground reflectance
is dependent on the locations climatic conditions, humidity
and daytime being the most influential factors. In this study
the definition of a constant value for the ground albedo is
sufficient considering the low contribution of the ground re-
flectance to the global tilted irradiance at 45◦ and 30◦. A value
of 0.32 for the PSA and the GEP, given by the mean of the
albedo values of a desert scape (0.4) and grassland (0.25), are
assumed in this study21.

The average yearly contribution of the beam portion Bβ ,γ to
the total irradiance on the POA is calculated dividing the in-
tegral of the irradiance component over time intervals in AOI
bis (AOIi) by the integral over Gβ ,γ :

wBeam,AOIi =

∫
t|AOIi(t) Bβ ,γ(t) dt∫

t|AOIi(t) Gβ ,γ,tot(t) dt
(5)

The AOI bin specific energy weights for the total diffuse

portion wDiffuse,tot are calculated analogously:

wDiffuse,tot,AOIi =

∫
t|AOIi(t) Dβ ,γ(t)+Rβ ,γ(t) dt∫

t|AOIi(t) Gβ ,γ,tot(t) dt
, (6)

The energy weights of the shady diffuse portion
wDiffuse,shady has been calculated through eq. (6) filtering out
all sunny events. Details of the employed cloud checker are
given in the next section. The energy weights of the sunny
diffuse contribution can finally be calculated as:

wDiffuse,sunny,AOIi = wDiffuse,tot,AOIi −wDiffuse,shady,AOIi (7)

The energy weights and their cumulative sums for each ir-
radiance component as well as for Gβ ,γ at the PSA are repre-
sented in ascending 5◦ AOIi-bins in figure 7 and for GEP see
figure 8.

FIG. 7. Energy weighted AOI distribution for the PV cells oriented
45◦, South at CIEMAT’s PSA - relative contributions (left, stacked)
and cumulative share (right)

FIG. 8. Energy weighted AOI distribution for the PV cells oriented
30◦, South at IRESEN’s GEP - relative contributions (left, stacked)
and cumulative share (right)

Considerable shares of energy production are generated at
large AOI. At the 45◦-South configuration at CIEMAT’s PSA,
approximately 57 percent of the global tilted irradiance are
received at AOI’s between 30° and 75°. The beam portion
contributes the largest share in the yearly produced energy.An
AOI adapation of active soiling sensors is therefore more im-
portant at sites with high direct irradiance shares.
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C. Cloudy instants identification with the Linke turbidity

As we have to separate sunny from shady instances due to
the resulting discrepancy in soiling loss behaviour, an ade-
quate parameter has to be used in order to identify cloudy or
highly turbid instants. Several indicators have been derived
to approximate atmospheric absorption and scattering of the
solar radiation under clear skies through measurements of the
diffuse or direct solar contribution22–24. The Linke turbidity
coefficient TL is a measure of the atmosphere’s optical thick-
ness characterized by the amount of absorbed and scattered
sunlight relative to the amount of sunlight that would reach
the ground if the direct beam would pass through a clean and
dry atmosphere. It can be calculated as follows22:

TL =
1

−δcda ·AM
· ln
(DNI

IE

)
(8)

where the optical thickness of a clean and dry atmosphere δcda
is defined as follows:

δcda = (9.4+0.9 ·AM)−1 (9)

where the Air Mass (AM) is the direct optical path length
through the Earth’s atmosphere relative to the vertical path,
it has been described, e.g. by Kasten and Young25.

An algorithm that detects cloudy and highly turbid instants
has been presented in26,27, using TL and DNI measurements
as input. Figure 9 shows an example of measured DNI, de-
rived TL and the according cloud filtered DNI data points in 1
minute resolution:

FIG. 9. Cloud and turbid atmosphere filtered DNI with cloud-
checker algorithm, recorded at the PSA, method by26,27

The respective boundaries used in this algorithm as in-
put parameters have been set to detect instants when a cloud
shades the sun at the PSA. The filter is applied for solar eleva-
tion angles greater than 3◦. A cloud is detected when one of
the two following criteria is fulfilled:

• The Linke turbidity is greater than 13 for solar eleva-
tions greater than 5° and greater than 10 for solar eleva-
tions lower than 5°.

• The temporal variability ∆TL is greater than 0.06 per
minute.

The threshold of the variability is a rather conservative value,
which leads to a small fraction of highly turbid sunny data
points being filtered out.

D. Beam exposed cell incidence angle dependency

In order to represent AOI dependent optical losses caused
by soiling, the daily soiling ratio trends recorded over the en-
tire observed time frame have to be normalized around a se-
lected site specific AOI reference interval. We determine the
ratio of the soiling ratio ξcell for a given AOI and the average
soiling ratio ξ̄cell,AOIref measured on the same day for a given
AOI interval:

ξcell,norm =
ξcell

ξ̄cell,AOIref
(10)

The AOI reference bin, which is used to normalize the daily
curves of the recorded soiling ratio values, generally has the
highest energetic weighting, since it occurs over the entire
year. At PSA, for a maximum solar elevation angle of approx-
imately 76◦ and a surface with a tilt angle of 45◦ facing south,
the minimum AOI (solar noon) is about 31◦ which results in a
finally selected AOI reference bin including soiling ratio val-
ues measured at AOI between 32◦ - 36◦ with a reference AOI
of 34 ◦ corresponding to the time the local dust calibration of
the DustIQ has been performed. At the GEP, we select an AOI
reference interval of 24◦ - 28◦ with an AOIref of 26◦.

In figure 10 the normalized soiling ratio is represented over
the AOI for the fixed cells with textured cover glass for cases
in which the sun was not masked by a cloud. Shady instants
are filtered out with the cloud-checker algorithm. The col-
orbar shows daily average soiling ratios ξ̄cell,AOIref. Days with
high variance of soiling rate within AOIref are filtered out since
ξ̄AOIref might not be representative for the respective day and
would lead to inaccurate fitting results.

FIG. 10. Normalized TL-cloudfiltered soiling ratio vs. AOI with
color coded ξ̄cell,AOIref and exemplary fits through selected ξ̄cell,AOIref
for the fixed cells with textured glass cover under sunny conditions
at the PSA

In order to determine a functional relationship between the
optical influences caused by soiling and the AOI, we fit poly-
nomials f of order 2 for AOI smaller AOIref and of order 3 for
AOI greater AOIref as a function of the AOI for given 0.005
wide ξ̄cell,AOIref bins. The fits are forced to 1 at 34◦. The nar-
rower the soiling ratio bins the higher the accuracy of the fit
for the respective soiling level. In figure 10 two exemplary
fits for two different ξ̄cell,AOIref bins are shown. Given the high
measurement uncertainty around sunrise and sunset, the data
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with AOI greater than 70◦ corresponding to ∼ 5% of the total
yearly energy yield (see figure 7) are not included in order to
keep fit quality high.

At GEP, higher soiling levels are measured. We apply the
fits and filters described above. In figure 11 the normalized
soiling ratio is represented over the AOI with color coded
daily average soiling ratio values. Five exemplary fits for dif-
ferent average soiling ratio bins are shown. As it is the case
for the PSA, we neglected AOIs greater 70◦, excluding 5 % of
the total energy yield.

FIG. 11. Normalized TL-cloudfiltered soiling ratio vs. AOI with
color coded ξcell,AOIref of fixed PV modlues . Reference AOI bin:
24° - 28°. Also 5 exemplary polynomial fits f (AOI,ξcell) per fit range
through selected bins using the linear regression results are shown.

In figure 12 the coefficients of the second-order polyno-
mials are plotted against the daily average soiling ratio bins.
A linear regression was performed, to determine a functional
relationship between every single fitting coefficient and the
daily average soiling ratio bins. In this manner, regression co-
efficients for arbitrary bin limits or higher soiling ratio values
can be extrapolated that have not occurred.

FIG. 12. Fit coefficients of polynomial of order 2 over daily aver-
age soiling ratio bins for the PSA (blue) and the GEP (red). Linear
fits were generated to find a functional relationship between each fit
coefficient and ξ̄cell,AOIref

An exemplary linear regression for the fitting parameter a
of the polynomial of order 3 is shown in figure 13. We com-
pare the linear regression results for the GEP and the PSA
and find that there is a discrepancy in the slope of both lin-
ear fits. This is due to the different tilt angles used in both
setups and the thus resulting AOI occurrence. Changes in the

surface-azimuth angle would also lead to other AOI distribu-
tions. Also, the tilt and orientation of an inclined surface have
proven to have a major impact on dust accumulation28,29.

FIG. 13. Fit coefficient a of polynomial of order 3 over daily aver-
age soiling ratio bins for the PSA (blue) and the GEP (red). Linear
fits were generated to find a functional relationship between each fit
coefficient and ξ̄cell,AOIref

E. Dependency on the diffuse fraction of incident light

Up to this point we analyzed only data-points taken at sunny
conditions. In this section we want to characterize the AOI-
influence on soiling rate measurements taken at hazy to shady
irradiance conditions. The soiling ratio is shown against the
AOI for TL > 10 in figure 14. The characteristic of the plots
for sunny data points is completely lost. Nearly no AOI de-
pendency can be identified. As this plot only shows very high
TL levels, a transition from sunny to shady has to be found.
Based on the observed data at the PSA, we assume a lower
boundary TL,ref1 of 4. Values measured at lower AOI corre-
spond to sunny conditions. We assume an upper boundary
TL,ref2 of 7 corresponding to a completely overcast sky. All
values in between these boundaries correspond to a transition
from sunny to shady conditions, where the cloud/dust trans-
mission decreases with increasing TL. These boundaries can
vary according to the geographic location, the altitude and the
climate.

FIG. 14. Scatter plot of normalized soiling ratio vs. AOI for cloudy
conditions with color coded TL and 0.96 < ξcell,AOIref < 0.97 for the
fixed cells with textured glass at the PSA
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F. Adaptation function for automatic sensors

In this section the AOI- and diffuse radiation adaptation
method for the DustIQ and potentially other automatic soil-
ing sensors with proprietary light sources is presented. The
proposed adaptation equation can be written as follows:

ξDIQ,calib,corr = ξDIQ,uncorr · cDIQ · f (θ ,ξcell)
1

TL−TL,ref+1 (11)

The adaptation takes account of cDIQ that is the ratio of the
measured factory calibrated soiling ratio to the soiling ratio
measured during the DustIQ‘s local dust slope calibration at
AOIref. The sunny adaptation function f (θ ,ξcell) is derived
through polynomial fitting as described above. The exponent
describes the transition from sunny and hazy to totally covered
skies. For sunny cases the exponent is 1, and decreases with
growing TL as long as the calculated TL is inside the sunny to
shady transition boundaries. For large TL, the adaptation func-
tion approaches 1 (TL >∼ 10). This behavior can be observed
in figure 15 that shows 4 correction functions for different TL
levels and a reference soiling ratio between 0.96 and 0.97. It
can be seen that the correction is dampened with increasing
TL.

FIG. 15. Correction function for different TL levels and 0.96 <
ξcell,AOIref < 0.97 as determined for data measured at CIEMAT’s
PSA. AOI-dependence on low TL and increased soiling levels is more
expressed and approximates unity for large TL.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 16 shows a two day episode of DustIQ data as cor-
rected with the proposed method in comparison to the refer-
ence soiling ratio from the reference cell setup at CIEMAT’s
PSA. It can be seen that for sunny days, the adaptation method
works well and reproduces the angular soiling ratio depen-
dency for the DustIQ. An episode with strongly fluctuating
and partially jumping TL can be seen in the inset in the up-
per right corner of Figure 16. ξDIQ,corr follows the reference
soiling ratio for low TL < TL,re f ranges and jumps towards
the uncorrected DustIQ signal for TL > TL,re f . The reference
PVRC soiling ratio is also strongly influenced by the increase
in TL, in that they also fluctuate and assume higher values as
the DustIQ’s raw signal. Therefore a bias remains between

the two measurements under turbid conditions. The correc-
tion works in attenuating the AOI effect for increasing TL val-
ues, but does not perfectly reproduce the PVRC soiling ra-
tio. In figure 17 the corrected DustIQ soiling ratio is plotted

{

FIG. 16. AOI and diffuse radiation adapted DustIQ (blue - sunny,
light blue - shady) and fixed textured PVRC (red - sunny, yelow –
shady) soiling ratios over time at the PSA. The Linke turbidity coef-
ficient is plotted on the right y-axis. Only soiling ratios at AOI < 70◦

are considered.

over time together with the Linke turbidity. It can be seen that
the adaptation works well for episodes with sunny conditions.
Once irradiance conditions start to fluctuate, the adaptation
cannot be perfect any more due to the high noise in the refer-
ence soiling ratio. Suppressing the AOI-correction at these in-
termittent episodes brings ξDIQ,corr closer to the reference. TL
is a good indicator for episodes where the adaptation should
be omitted.

The city of Ben Guerir is subject to a mediterranean climate
influenced by the near desert. Dust particles mainly originate
from surrounding semi-arid grounds and the Saharan desert as
well as open-pit phosphore-mines located only 10 km away
that produce large amounts of calcitic dusts. Also, the occur-
rence of dust storms and of red rain contributes to the higher
soiling levels observed at GEP. An important difference of the
GEP measurement setup is the different reference soiling ra-
tio measurement that is performed with modules at GEP as
opposed to the reference cells used at CIEMAT’s PSA. Mod-
ules react more sensitively to inhomogeneous distributions of
soiling over its surface due to mismatching effects caused by
partial shading. In these conditions, the soiling found on the
small DustIQ measurement surface can be considered a ran-
dom sample of a broad soiling ratio distribution and might
differ strongly in periods from the modules’ soiling ratio.

The fact that no local dust slope calibration has been per-
formed for the DustIQ in GEP additionally increases the offset
between the DustIQ and reference soiling ratio seen in Figures
17 and 18. Although the general trends of the measured soil-
ing ratios should be similar, their absolute values differ more
as those at CIEMAT’s PSA. During episodes where irradiance
conditions fluctuate between cloudy and sunny, the module’s
soiling ratio shows increased noise in comparison to the refer-
ence cells employed at CIEMAT’s PSA.

Due to the atmospheric conditions at GEP, the determina-
tion of f by fitting has been performed for higher average TL
levels. Therefore, TL,ref has been set to 6 for GEP in order to
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avoid under-correction of the DustIQ signal for low TL at GEP.

FIG. 17. DustIQ (blue - AOI and diffuse radiation adapted, yellow
- uncorrected) and module (red) soiling ratio over time at GEP. The
Linke turbidity coefficient is shown in green on the right y-axis. Only
soiling ratios for AOI < 70◦ are considered.

Figure 18 shows a scatter diagram comparing the DustIQ
soiling rate data before (left) and after (right) the application
of the AOI-adaptation method to the PVRC reference soiling
ratio for a one week measurement interval. The RMSD has
decreased from 0.0065 to 0.0024 by the adaptation method for
this data interval. The AOI during measurement is shown in
the color of the datapoints. It can be seen that the data-points
with higher AOI better agree with the PVRC reference thanks
to the adaptation. Power plants with high DC/AC ratios, i.e.
where the solar array nominal DC output power is higher com-
pared to the nominal AC output of the inverters, tend to clip
power on the DC side during high irradiance conditions that
more likely appear at low AOI ranges. During clipping, the
soiling ratio does not play a role any more for the electrical
power output of the plant, as enough production is available
anyways30. In this application case, the accuracy increase at
higher AOI becomes more important. using uncorrected Dus-
tIQ soiling ratio data could lead to an overestimation of the
power output.

FIG. 18. Scatter plot for uncorrected (l.)/corrected (r.) DustIQ and
fix textured PVRC soiling ratios measured between 06.06.2019 and
12.06.2019 at CIEMAT’s PSA. AOI is shown in color.

Figure 19 shows a scatter density-plot with the same x- and
y-axis as above, now for a larger time interval of 3 months.
The data density is shown in color. A similar behaviour as in
Figure 18 can be observed: the lower PVRC soiling ratios that
are not reproduced by the DustIQ’s raw signal are populated

well after the application of the adaptation method. the RMSD
in this measurement time frame can be reduced from 0.0051
to 0.0028 by the presented method. The bias is reduced to a
third when compared to the uncorrected DustIQ soiling ratio.

FIG. 19. Density plot comparing uncorrected (l.)/corrected (r.) Dus-
tIQ and fix textured PVRC soiling ratios measured from 12.03.2019
until 12.06.2019 at CIEMAT’s PSA. Color shows the data density

Figure 20 shows a scatter plot with the AOI shown in color
for a measurement period at GEP analogous to figure 18. Due
to the higher measurement uncertainty in the reference soil-
ing ratio with PV-modules and the significantly lower soiling
ratio range found at GEP, the data show a generally broader
distribution and noise. Nevertheless, a similar behavior as
at PSA can be found: uncorrected DustIQs tend to overes-
timate the soiling ratio for high AOI levels. The adaptation
method makes the DustIQ data fit the reference data better.
The RMSD can be reduced from 0.52 to 0.49 due to the adap-
tation. Two qualitatively distinct measurement episodes can
be identified with different bias. One of which in the upper
right corner of the graph, the other more centrally located.
There seems to be a offset that can originate from a change
in the soiling distribution on the reference module at a certain
point in time causing the soiling ratios to compare differently
for the two situations. This offset dominates the bias error af-
ter adaptation. The AOI behaviour is represented better after
the adaptation than before for both measurement sites.

FIG. 20. Scatter plot between uncorrected (l.)/corrected (r.) Dus-
tIQ and module soiling ratio (08.07.18‘-21.08.18‘ at IRESEN’s GEP)
with color coded AOI
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V. CONCLUSION

An analysis of the AOI-behaviour of a soiling-measurement
setup consisting of PV reference cells (PVRC) and a DustIQ
soiling sensor is presented. The PVRC soiling ratio output
is used as a reference as it best reproduces the production of
PV for same orientations. For sunny measurement days, the
AOI-behavior of the PVRC soiling ratio is characterized by
fitting the normalized soiling ratio as a function of the AOI.
The soiling ratio is normalized against the soiling ratio mea-
sured at a reference AOI of same measurement days. Differ-
ent fitting functions are found for different reference soiling
ratio bins. The fitting parameters are parameterized in order
to find fit functions for all reference soiling ratios. When ir-
radiance conditions transition from clear to hazy and clouded,
the AOI-dependency becomes less pronounced. The fit func-
tions are therefore damped for diffuse conditions as a function
of the Linke Turbidity. The latter can be derived from parallel
GHI or plane of array irradiance measurements.

Based on this analysis, an adaptation method applicable for
active soiling sensors, that do not include the AOI effect on the
soiling ratio in their output signal is presented. The method is
widely applicable as the correction depends only on the AOI
and the Linke Turbidity. The thus corrected DustIQ signal re-
produces the daily course of the soiling ratio as measured with
the PVRC. The correction significantly increases the agree-
ment between both parameters and reduces the RMSD be-
tween both signals from 0.0051 to 0.0028.

The method can improve the accuracy of yield analysis cal-
culations and performance analysis based on automatic dust
sensors. Especially if plants with high DC/AC ratios resulting
in increased clipping at high irradiance conditions are consid-
ered. As high irradiance is more likely to appear at low AOI,
soiling ratio at low AOI become less important. Improving
the accuracy of soiling ratio measurements for high AOI fa-
cilitates a better separation of parameters for more irradiance
conditions and AOI and improve performance analysis stud-
ies.
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